EARLY COLLEGE MUSKEGON COUNTY

STEM PATHWAYS

ATI
Accelerated Technical Institute

Engineering Pathway
- Engineering Focus
- Excellent Math Skills

Objectives: College and Career Explorations, Math Assessment, Engineering Prep

Mechatronics Pathway
- Skilled Trades and Engineering Focus
- CTC Students
- Any Student who has an interest in a career in STEM

Objectives: College and Career Explorations, Math Assessment, Basic Tech Skills, Project Based Learning

Work Experience (Co-op/Internship) 12th Grade

Engineering Technology
- Engineering AAS
- Engineering Technology AAS - FSU
- Engineering Technology AAS - WMU
- Materials Technology AAS

Mechanical & Manufacturing
- Manufacturing Technology AAS
- Machining Technology AAS
- Welding Technology AAS

Electrical
- Electronics Engineering Technology AAS
- Biomedical Engineering Technology AAS

Design
- CAD/CNC AAS
- Computer Aided Drafting & Design AAS

Engineering Technology
- Ferris State University
- Michigan Tech
- WMU

For more information please contact:
Valarie Shelby, Early College Dean
231-777-0217
val.shelby@muskegoncc.edu